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Observations of a non-hunting spouse
By Andrew Clarke, Owner of a Horse though….

With the exception of a photo of 
me, aged 6, in full cowboy drag, 

perched atop a scruffy  pony on the 
front lawn my childhood home, I 
stayed clear of horses for my first 55 
years.

Then I married an equestrian and a 
whole new world opened up to me! 
Having no experience in riding and a 
fear of heights, I kept my feet on the 
ground and sought to embrace my new 
friends in the safest ways possible. My 
initial impressions were that they were 
well dressed, were quick to laugh, and 
loved to party. It was like being back at 
University! I also quickly realized that 
my role would be as an Owner, just like 
Frank Stronach and the Aga Khan. No 
need to get to close to an actual horse.

Aside from the fi nancial responsibilities 
of a stable, vet fees, farrier, tack, fashion 
statements, a trailer, and a trailer hitch 
for the family wagon, being an Owner 
has proved to be a pretty good deal.

The party aspect has been wicked and 
my total lack of knowledge has been 
kindly overlooked.

One of my first outings was to the 
hunt’s puppy show. I found myself in 
the front row, seated comfortably 
between Wolf and Michael who were 
ready to act as my mentors. Wolf 
attended to making sure we had plenty 
to drink and Michael explained how 
the judging worked. In short order 
puppies were trotted out and I was 
encouraged to vote for my favourites. I 
can’t remember my track record for the 
day, but the gin was terrifi c and we had 
a great time. These horse people know 
how to make an expert out of the 
greenest rookie!

MFHA ball at the Pierre 
Hotel in New York. It was a 
black tie affair and we had a 
long all-Canadian table 
overlooking the ballroom 
fl oor. 

My wife and I sat at opposite 
ends and were engaged in 
very different conversations. 
She had recently broken her 
hand - a riding accident of 
course, and was sporting a 
fancy molded blue splint 

with a lot of bandaging. Her tablemate 
inquired about her injury, then 
introduced himself as Pierre Trudeau’s 
former orthopedic surgeon, and said he 
would be pleased to offer an opinion if 
only he could see her x-rays. 

A good horsewoman never travels 
without this kind of information and 
she  qu ick ly  handed  over  her 
smartphone with the needed imagery. 
The  good  doc to r  s tud ied  the 
information, removed her splint and 
re-bandaged her hand in a way he 
believed would be much better. 
Minutes later, the blue plastic splint 
was passed down to me like it was just 
another dinner roll. These horse people 
are both smart and tough!

More recently, I attended the annual 
hunter pace event. As always, it was a 
pretty good lunch and everyone was in 
a great mood. Encouraged by Pinot 
Grigio, I complained that everyone was 
getting ribbons except me. My plight 
did not go unobserved. Andy Bite who 
was announcing the winners and 
handing out the prizes, included me as 
a member of  one of the victorious 
teams. I received a pink ribbon and a 
loot bag with some cosmetics. The team 
was named the Dixie Chicks! These 
horse people are very inclusive and 
apparently willing to overlook gender 
in pursuit of a good joke!

So, what’s it like being a non-riding 
spouse?

These horse people are a load of fun!

As close as I get!

Andrew, the adopted “Dixie Chick” 

photo by Denya
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John Harrison fi rst came to the 
Toronto And North York Hunt as 

professional Huntsman in 1991. At 
the time, the hunting was south of 
the current hunt territory, around 
the kennels on Dufferin Street north 
of Highway 9 near Newmarket, 
Ontario. John hunted hounds there 
for 5 years before returning to the 
Ullswater Foxhounds in the Lake 
District of Cumbria, England when the 
opportunity of a lifetime to become the 
Ullswater Huntsman came about.

John was born and raised in the Lake 
District fells and grew up hunting there, 
learning from its prestigious huntsmen. 
Hunting the fells is quite different and 
hard work – the huntsman is on foot 
because the country is rocky, steep, 
and dangerous for horses. The hounds 
are bred to be sure footed, independent 
and have enough stamina to hunt the 
scree and loose rocks. (Having seen 
photos of the country John hunted, 
I am totally impressed with what he 
has hunted over, on foot, for 18 years! 
Hunt members follow on foot too up 
in the rocks and peaks.) However, after 
all those years of hunting hounds on 
foot over such demanding country, 
John was ready to return to hunting on 
horseback, and the opportunity came 
for him to return to his earlier hunt 
this past spring.

In his home in the Ullswater country 
in the north of England, John learned 
to ride bareback with halters on ponies 
and horses that his family were given to 
board over the winter, but whose work 
life was as school horses in the better 
weather. John started his foxhunting 
career as kennelman at the Cattistock 
Hunt (in southern England) and then 
to the neighbouring Taunton Vale 
Hunt. He moved northeast to the Vine 
and Craven Hunt as second whipper-

in, then on to the Easton Harriers Hunt 
northeast of London as fi rst whip. 
Then came the invitation in 1991 to 
hunt hounds for Toronto And North 
York. A full circle after his time with 
the Ullswater hounds, and our hunt is 
delighted he decided to return.

However, for John, the challenge is to 
learn a whole new country, and many 
new members.  With the help of his 
partner Rosslyn and her two children, 
James and Laura, they have settled 
into the huntsman’s house and jumped 
right into spring hunting with a pack 
new to him. Given a more developed 
relationship with his hounds, and a 
better knowledge of the country with 
its invaluable farmers, John is looking 
forward to the fall hunting season. 

He brought with him several of his 
favourite Fell bloodlines  from the 

Ullswater, and he already has a lovely 
litter on the ground.

John kindly answered some questions 
for our Yearbook, and showed us some 
of his Fell Hounds that he brought with 
him.

How do the hounds you have hunted in 
Ullswater differ from the hound that you 
would hunt here in Ontario?

The Ullswater Foxhounds are pure 
Fell hounds, they are of lighter 
conformation with feet and bodies 
adapted to enable them to safely cross 
the rocky terrain at speed. They are 
more independent and intuitive as the 

John with the TNYH pack

Fell Puppies

Laura Balding

John Harrison, Huntsman
By Denya Massey
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nature of the land demands in order 
to fi nd, follow and ultimately catch a 
fox (when still legal in the UK). The 
Fell are more sensitive with perhaps, 
greater intelligence than the English 
hounds. The English hounds are very 
biddable and generally conduct a 
more conservative draw in a cover. 
I will integrate some Fell lines into 
the current pack, which, by the way, 
has been beautifully bred. Clarence, 
Toronto And North York won the 
Canadian Championship in June. 

How would you describe your hunting style, 
and how does it suit this hunt country?

I like to leave them alone, allowing 
them enough freedom to hunt whilst 
still maintaining a level of control. They 
know their job, it’s what they have 
been carefully and selectively bred  to 
do for generations.  I have to trust my 
hounds. If you constantly interfere, 
they won’t draw; I like my hounds to 
have the confi dence to come to me. 
[Hounds wear radio collars, so they can 
be tracked and identifi ed.]

What have you done in the past to encourage 
riders to try foxhunting?

The future of foxhunting as a sport lies 
with young people and families getting 
involved, through Pony Club, seminars 
and outings to come to see the kennels 
& hounds, putting on a Junior meet, 
letting kids ride with the whips, the 
huntsman, and rotate them so each 
gets a turn with a staff member. Having 
James and Laura in local schools and 
hunting themselves provides a great 
opportunity to involve the youth. 

Also becoming involved with the local 
community, it’s farmers, land owners, 
connections made through schools 
and village life and opening up the 
opportunity for everyone to feel they 
can become part of hunting.

Can Members come to visit the kennels?

Of course, we are always delighted to 
show people round, but please call to 
set a time. Hounds and horses like a 
schedule, so we try to avoid disrupting 
their schedules by planning visits 
around meal times and kennel work.

What would you like the greater local area 
to know about foxhunting?

It’s important for the community 
to know that we hunt coyotes here, 
not foxes, as coyotes are pushing 
foxes out. I’d also like to encourage 
more grassroots interaction within our 

hunting area, and meet more people 
who are interested in what we are 
about. We have hound exercises in 
the summer, and anyone can come, 
if it’s arranged through a member. [A 
hunt representative can be reached 
through the club email address:
tnyhoffi ce@yahoo.ca]  

John’s partner and the hunt’s 
Professional Whipper-In is the ever-
smiling Rosslyn Balding. Originally 
from Scotland, Ros came to Canada 
with John and her two children 
Laura and James, from rural Cumbria 
and the beautiful, mountainous 
Lake District of England. She’s been 
involved with hunting and country 
sports all her life, through horses, 
gundogs, farming, and in Hunt service. 
Initially with the Derwent Hunt in 
North Yorkshire where she had her 
own boarding barn, Ros was qualifi ed 
as a riding instructor by the British 
Horse Society. At the North Tyne 
Foxhounds in Northumberland, Ros 
whipped-in to her late husband who 
was Huntsman, for 14 seasons, and 
after that the Coniston Foxhounds in 
Cumbria, neighbours to John’s pack 
the Ullswater.

Toronto & North York Hunt’s English hounds, Cleo (left) and Clarence (right), who was the 
Grand Champion at the Canadian Hound Show.
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Conference) competition miles and 
4,000 OCTRA miles. 

Even more impressive, however, is that 
he is still going strong. Beacon says she 
has learned the winning formula for 
soundness over the years based on a 
few crucial measurements of a horse’s 
bone structure. 

“I love the physiology of the horses. If I 
give you a long-backed horse and I take a 
short-backed horse to climb a hill, the short-
backed horse is going to get to the top quicker 
each time,” she says. “I think those things 
are fascinating.”

If Cob is any indication, there must be 
truth to her formula. Beacon continues 
to ride him on her weekly hunts with 
the Toronto North York Hunt. 

“It took him two years to realize he didn’t 
need to beat the horse ahead of him,” she 
laughs.

Sharing a spot in the OCTRA Stall of 
Fame with Cob are three of Beacon’s 
other horses: her World Equestrian 
Games mount, Traverston Sadat; 
Nugget, a purebred Arabian that 
Beacon and her daughter, Natalie, 
rode in distance events; and Trija’s 
Whipperpopper, a Morgan with an 
impressive record in distance rides.

While Beacon has made her mark as 
a distance rider, her name is also a 
respected one within the Morgan horse 
community. In addition to proving that 
Morgans could successfully compete in 
distance rides, she could also be found 
demonstrating their versatility in the 
show ring, too. 

“My favourite breed is the Morgan,” says 
Beacon. “They are beautiful, they are tough 
and they are versatile.”

Beacon was a founding member of 
the Canadian Morgan Horse Club in 
1960, which was incorporated as the 
Canadian Morgan Horse Association 
(CMHA) in 1968. Forty-six years later, 
she is still a member. She has held many 
positions with the CMHA, including 
president. Beacon was also a founding 
member of the Ontario Morgan Horse 
Club (OMHC) in 1968 and held almost 
every position on the board at one 
time or another. In 2012, she cut the 
opening ribbon on the Morgan Horse 
Heritage Centre in Uxbridge and has 
been a supporter ever since.

“Her varied activities over the years 
were a showcase for her Morgans and 
their versatility, including horse shows, 
Endurance and competitive riding, carriage 
driving and hunting with a recognized 
hunt,” says Deana Wilson, a long-time 
friend of Beacon and founding member of 

the OMHC and CMHA. “Nancy always 
promoted the Morgan horse and she 
introduced many people to the great qualities 
of the Morgan.”

Perhaps  Beacon inher i ted  her 
appreciation for Morgans from her 
mother. Beacon grew up on an estate 
in Pennsylvania where her grandfather 
b r e d  Te n n e s s e e  Wa l k e r s  a n d 
Thoroughbred racehorses. Growing up, 
she rode at the horse shows held on the 
property. She pulls a faded black and 
white photo off the wall and points to 
her as a smiling child riding a smartly 
turned out paint pony with a ribbon 
hanging from its bridle. 

“I wasn’t a natural horse lover. I wasn’t 
one of these kids that loved horses,” Beacon 
explains. “It’s just something we did as a 
family, so I did, too.”

Beacon’s mother was a talented 
horsewoman who taught her to ride. 
Mrs. Reeves could drive a four-in-hand 
carriage, she showed Saddlebreds, 
Morgans and Tennessee Walkers, she 
loved to hunt and jump and she rode 
in distance rides, including completing 
the Vermont 100-mile race in 1934. 

“She was an all-around horse person,” 
says Beacon. “Mom judged horse shows and 
showed dogs and every weekend we hunted. 
We’d all go.”

Beacon’s introduction to Canada came 
when she was a teenager. She took a 
job as a cook on a ranch in Alberta after 
visiting during a class trip. In the mid-
1960s, she found her way to Ontario 
where she settled at her current farm 
in Flesherton. 

Arriving at the nearby train stop not 
long after were her two horses from out 
west, one of which was Hillaway Red 
Wing, who became the fi rst Morgan to 
hunt with a recognized hunt in Ontario. 

“My mother gave me a Morgan and 
Thoroughbred when I got married,” Beacon 
says. “They came by boxcar to the rail 
station here.”

Many more  Morgans  fo l lowed 
over  the  years ,  inc lud ing  the 
extraordinary Endurance horse, 
Trija’s Whipperpopper. Beacon laughs 
recalling her encounter with Dr. C.D. 

Nancy Beacon rides Lanstip to witn the FEI Modifi ed Olympic Class at a show in 1952.
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Foxhunting in Toronto: The First Fifty Years
by Polly Winsor

In the 19th century the Toronto Hunt consisted of a pack of hounds and a group of riders who enjoyed the 

challenge of keeping up with them. By 1842, and probably a year or two earlier, the club was organized enough 

to assign the title of Master of Foxhounds to an individual responsible for the sport.  

Whatever records of its activities 
the group may have kept were 

lost in 1910 in a fi re that destroyed its 
fi rst clubhouse. We know the names of 
a few of its early members and its fi rst 
Masters thanks the 1844 minute book 
of the Toronto Turf Club. Until 1860 
the MFHs were all military officers, 
so in those fi rst decades hounds were 
probably kenneled in or near Fort 
York (marked K on the map). After 
that the hounds were kept near the 
Woodbine race track on Queen Street 
East and various other locations in the 
city (the few we know of are marked 
K on the map). From about 1879 the 
locations where the huntsman and 
hounds would meet to start a hunt 
were sometimes announced in the 
newspaper; from those notices Zita 
Barbara May, hired in the 1950s by 
Clifford Sifton (MFH of the Toronto 

and North York Hunt), gleaned a list 
of 19th century meets of the Toronto 
Hunt. The places marked M on the 
map are taken from her unpublished 
list, which is preserved in the Archives 
of Ontario. Until 1895 the Toronto 
Hunt owned no property.

Organized foxhunting in Toronto was 
briefly derailed by an event of great 
importance for the  economic growth 
of Ontario, namely, the building 
of the Grand Trunk Railway in the 
1850s, including the great Niagara 
Falls Suspension Bridge. Historian 
David Burley, in The Dictionary 
of Canadian Biography, describes 
the rapid rise to wealth of William 
Hendrie, who worked in the railroad’s 
Hamilton headquarters. He brought 
from Scotland a sharp understanding 
of business, a passion for horses, and 

several younger brothers One of these 
was John, who rode one of William’s 
horses to victory in a famous race in 
1864, according to a 1909 book titled 
Lovers of the Horse: Brief Sketches 
of Men and Women of the Dominion 
of Canada Devoted to the Noblest 
of Animals.  Hamilton was also the 
home of a volunteer militia regiment, 
the 13th Hamilton Battalion under 
Captain Henry Erskine Irving. Between 
1860 and 1864 Capt. Irving and John 
Hendrie are reported to have been 
MFHs of a “draft” of the Toronto 
Hunt’s hounds, which is to say, some 
portion of the pack was given, or 
lent, for those gentlemen to hunt in 
the countryside around Hamilton. No 
MFH in Toronto is recorded for those 
years, perhaps because of a reduction 
in the Fort York military, but Lovers 
of the Horse mentions (p. 41) an 1862 

Andrew Smith, MFH of the Toronto Hunt from 1883 to 1893, painted by Paul Giovanni Wickson in 1891. 
Photograph courtesy of the Ontario Veterinary College. 
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meet of “a private pack belonging to 
an Englishman named Steers” at the 
Davenport road, where Bathurst Street 
ended. Because it is said that some 
hounds had been kept by individuals 
in Toronto, and that the Hamilton 
draft was returned, we are entitled 
to celebrate the unbroken bloodline 
of foxhounds from the early 1840s 
down to the pack of today’s Toronto 
and North York Hunt (the same claim 
can be made by the Eglinton-Caledon 
Hunt).

The end of the American Civil War in 
1865 would indirectly give a shot in 
the arm to the Toronto Hunt. In 1866 
a thousand experienced and well-
armed ex-soldiers, loyal to their Irish 
roots, crossed the Niagara River to Fort 
Erie, hoping to win a bargaining chip 
to use against British rule in Ireland. 
The failed Fenian Raid (which earned 
Capt. Irving a medal) had the large 
consequence of nudging the Province 
of Canada up to Dominion status, but 
more relevant to our story is that it 
caused Queen Victoria to send across 
reinforcements. In the autumn of 1866 
the 13th Hussars, under Lieutenant 
Colonel Soame Gambier Jenyns, 
arrived in Toronto, with 285 horses. 
Jenyns was the senior surviving offi cer 
of the tragic action in the Crimean War 
portrayed in Tennyson’s 1854 poem 
“The Charge of the Light Brigade” 
(“theirs not to reason why, theirs but 
to do and die”). With military threat 
against Canada gone, the regiment, 
or at least the offi cers, occupied their 
time by racing horses, establishing a 
cavalry school for local volunteers, and 
foxhunting (Lovers of the Horse p. 42). 
Jenyns served as MFH of the Toronto 
Hunt until the hussars were called 
home in 1869.

Although Lovers of the Horse claims 
that the Toronto Hunt was not organized 
until 1865, all other sources accept a 
starting date circa 1843.  Several say 
that in 1864 William Copland was 
MFH of the Toronto Hunt. Whether 
this was the William Copland who 
came from England, began brewing 
beer on Yonge Street in the 1830s, and 
founded the East Toronto Brewery at 
King and Parliament in 1847, or this 
was his son, William Jr., who took over 
the enterprise in 1860, in either case 
a new chapter in the hunt’s history 
had certainly begun, founded on the 
enthusiasm and fi nances of Canadian 
businessmen. After the departure of Lt. 
Col. Jenyns, George Gooderham and his 

cousin James G. Worts, whose thriving 
distillery business had expanded into 
railroads and banking, took over the 
leadership of the hunt until Worts’s 
death in 1882. Andrew Smith, founder 
of the Ontario Veterinary College, then 
served as MFH for the next ten years. 
In those decades the Toronto Hunt held 
a place of honour in the social history 
of Toronto. That its elite carried on a 
sport that was held in great esteem 
in Great Britain was a source of civic 
pride.

One of the young men riding behind 
Dr. Smith was D’Alton Lally McCarthy, 
who lived from 1870 until 1963. Near 
the end of his life, McCarthy composed 
an autobiography, which remains 
unpublished but is available in the 
archive of the Law Society of Upper 
Canada. One of his memories as a 
teenager gives us a glimpse into what 
Toronto was like before the invention 
of the automobile. He wrote, “...my 
father [D’Alton McCarthy, an eminent 
politician] was an inveterate rider. He 
had a beautiful thoroughbred Irish 
mare which he purchased in Dublin, 
and he rode every morning at quarter 
to seven, and I always went with him, 
being mounted on one of the chestnut 
carriage horses ‘Warcry’, who gave me 
a pretty rough passage. But, believe it 
or not, in that hour and a quarter we 
rode to High Park, round the Park and 
back, by eight o’clock. In those days 
there was no pavement on College 
Street west of Spadina, in fact the only 
pavement in those days was the old 
cedar block.” No doubt their morning 
hack began in the laneway behind their 
home at 174 Beverley Street (marked 
B on the map), which would have had 
a carriage-house and stable, although 
men of lesser means kept their horses 
in one of the city’s many livery stables. 
As a young law student in the early 
1890s McCarthy kept his fi rst hunter, 
“a black mare called ‘Madge’...on the 
north side of Richmond Street a few 
feet east of Bay Street.” The fact that 
father and son could so easily ride out 
to High Park (H on the map) and back 
shows how simple it was for a resident 
of Toronto to hack to a meet of the 
hunt.

In the course of the 19th century 
Toronto’s original city limits, from 
the lake to Queen Street, and from 
Bathurst to Parliament, expanded 
to Dufferin, St. Clair, and the Don 
River, but within those boundaries 
were villages separated by woodlots 

and farmland, with plenty of game. 
Nevertheless, in the last decade or two 
of the 19th century the Toronto Hunt, 
acccording to Lovers of the Horse, was 
following a drag (a scent laid down 
artifi cially) rather than a wild fox, as 
also were most of the hunts in the 
United States. The reason for this was 
explained by Theodore Roosevelt (long 
before he became U.S. President). 
Foxhunting was no longer limited to 
gentlemen of leisure, he said, but was 
enjoyed by “men in business, who 
work hard and are obliged to make 
their sports accomodate themselves to 
their more serious occuptions. Once or 
twice a week they can get off for an 
afternoon’s ride across country, and 
they then wish to be absolutely certain 
of having their run, and of having it 
at the appointed time; and the only 
way to insure this is to have a drag-
hunt. It is not the lack of foxes that 
has made the sport on this side of the 
water take the form of drag-hunting so 
much as the fact that the majority of 
those who keep it up are hard-working 
business men who wish to make the 
most out of every moment of the little 
time they can spare from their regular 
occupations.” (The Century Magazine 
1886, 32 (3): 335-342)

As the 19th century drew to a close, 
meets of the Toronto Hunt “were 

Lieutenant Colonel Soame Gambier Jenyns 
of the 13th Hussars, ca. 1861. Carte-de-visite 
by Caldesi, Blanford & Co. Courtesy of the 
National Portrait Gallery, London (Ax77086).
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Hunt horses do double duty!
By Carolyn Lane

Despite torrential downpours, Carolyn Lane on Luther, and Jean Humphrey on Parker, rode their trusty hunt horses 
with the Governor General’s Horse Guards Cavalry Squadron and escorted the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario, The 

Honourable David C. Onley, to the grandstand at the 154th running of the Queen’s Plate at Woodbine Racetrack on July 
7, 2013.

The Queen’s Plate Group picture; Carolyn Lane is in the centre, and Jean Humphrey is on her left. 
Unfortunately, we didn’t hear the name of our more cheerful companion!

Queen’s Plate: We are getting ready!

Queen’s Plate Formation - Governor General’s Horse Guards in formation; sadly the rains came in, but it didn’t dampen our enthusiasm – it was 
an extraordinary event in which to participate.
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Two excellent reference sites are shown below. Terms are 
universal to the foxhunting community, but traditions may 
vary, and etiquette may be determined by the Masters for 
individual hunt. Each sport has terms unique to that sport 
– like “love” in tennis or “fore” in golf, so this list is to help 

understand the sport and making it more user-friendly! 
There are no tests! We take safety very seriously so please 
note that, for all riders, certified safety helmets must be 
worn for any Hunt activity, as well as leather boots with 
heels, and safety vests at the rider’s own discretion. 

Informal cubbing attire, quite correct at the Masters’ discretion, when 
the weather will be hot.

Proper Cubbing Attire

Formal Hunting Attire, Ladies with Hunt Colours

Formal Hunting Attire, Men with Hunt Colours.

For additional information on TNYH attire and etiquette, visit our website and click on the Guests and Membership link to access the 
TNYH Handbook which provides additional information on hunting with TNYH.
 •  www.tnyh.ca
 •  http://www.countryside-alliance.org/ca/fi le/Hunting_for_Kids.pdf
 •  http://www.mfha.org/docs/guidebooks/introtofoxhunting2012.pdf

Foxhunting Terms & Attire
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